
MISC.

STAIN-
LESS

Order no.: 59002W
Blowing force 6.0 N (21.2 oz)
Air consumption 30 Nm3/h (17.7 scfm)
Sound level 80 dB(A)
Air pattern Flat
Connection 1/4” BSP 1/4” - 18 NPT
Nozzle 9002W
Material (nozzle) Zytel

New!

SNE-SS-BAZOOKA-PC

The SILVENT 59002W is a safety air gun tted with an energy-

ef cient at nozzle that generates a strong, ef blowing force 

at an exceptionally low noise level. Compressed air is optimally used 

in this safety air gun, which through its unique design introduces a 

completely new blowing technology feature. The aerodynamic nozzle 

design achieves the e ect by maximizing entrainment of air. Each 

ori ce is also uniquely designed to optimize the entrainment area. The 

air nozzle is made exclusively of Zytel, a high-performance material 

without which the unique and truly complex Laval or would not be 

possible. These small or es combined with the aerodynamic slots of 

the nozzle provide high ef ciency. This safety air gun is ideal for quickly 

and ef ciently blowing surfaces clean without risk of scr ches Fully 

complies with EU Machine Directive noise limitations and

regulations. Patented. 

FLAT

MISC

Ø 6 mm (1/4")

When replacing open pipe with this diameter. 

Noise Reduction 78%

Air/cost savings 55%

Order nr: 59002W-H
SILVENT 59002W-H is equipped with a long trigger; its performance is 

otherwise similar to the 59002W.

Alternative

SAFETY AIR GUNS

6.0 N

21.2 oz
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Air Nozzle Protection Shroud 
SNE-SS-BAZOOKA-PC-UN

Alternative

order no: SNE-SS-BAZOOKA-PC-UN (uncoated stainless)

SNE-SS-BAZOOKA-PC-UN

order no: SNE-BAZOOKA-PC (plastic coated)

The SNE-SS-BAZOOKA-PC is designed as retrofit accessory 

to Silvent BAZOOKA™ 4000 series air guns. The SHROUD is 

made of robust stainless steel or plastic coated option, which 

can withstand high ambient temperatures, mechanical wear, 

aggressive and corrosive environments and meets hygienic 

requirements from -200c to + 4000c. As well as protecting the 

Silvent blowing nozzle, the SNE Nozzle Shroud inducts air flow 

to assist in blowing efficiency and air stabilisation.

The SNE-SS-BAZOOKA-PC is designed as an 

accessory to Silvent Bazooka Air Blow Lances 

BAZOOKA used in papermaking  
BAZOOKA & Shroud used in Industrial 
Maintenance Coated Style for prevention of sparks

Width   78mm

Height   90mm

Thread connection  M36

Material   Stainless Steel

Silvent BAZOOKA™ is a trademark 
of Silvent Sweden AB

pat. pend




